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ABSTRACT

The authentication of printed material based on textures is a critical and challenging problem for many security agencies in many contexts: valuable documents, banknotes, tickets or rare collectible cards are often targets for forgery. This motivates the study of low-cost, fast and reliable approaches for documents authenticity analysis. In this paper, we present a new approach based on the extraction of translucent patterns from paper sheet by means of a specific-built framework. A fingerprint is obtained by computing a Local Binary Pattern descriptor on the digital image. To validate the robustness of the proposed method for authentication analysis, we introduce a novel dataset and perform retrieval tests under both, ideal and noisy conditions. Experimental results prove the validity of the proposed strategy.

Index Terms— Paper fingerprint, Retrieval, Secure document.

1. INTRODUCTION

The manufacturing process of paper involves the use of wood particles as a base; subsequently, the application of other compounds, results in what we know as a paper sheet. This process introduces random imperfections, which makes the paper sheet unique and allow to build a fingerprint. The massive demand of robust authentication methods in many context [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], makes the fingerprint extraction an attractive and challenging problem. Although several techniques have been proposed, most of them require industrial and expensive devices. This drives researchers in the field, to find cheaper solution which does not require high-end hardware. Inspired by the use of wood fibers pattern for fingerprint extraction [6], we propose a new method for document authentication that takes advantage of a fast feature extraction strategy and a robust fingerprint description. To this aim, we employ Local Binary Pattern features (LBP) [7, 8] and prove it outperforms results obtained by Toreini et al. [6] in terms of efficiency and effectiveness.

Since the paper texture is unique, in ideal conditions any sufficiently descriptive approach performs almost perfectly in terms of accuracy results. This led us to further investigate by performing retrieval tests on data where some alterations are applied. For example, one alteration consists of artificially removing parts of the input data (e.g., by introducing black blocks) in order to simulate torn paper or holes. These experiments, allowed to evaluate the robustness of the proposed fingerprint, by simulating real-case scenarios where part of the original information is missing. Moreover, since no wood fibers pattern dataset is publicly available, the dataset presented in this paper will be available to researchers to test their own approaches. At best of our knowledge, this dataset is the first publicly available one to address this problem. The following points summarize the contributions of this paper:

1. a new framework for acquisition of a digital image of paper sheets;
2. a new public dataset which includes images showing wood fibers patterns.
3. a new fingerprint extraction method, based on LBP, which outperforms state-of-the-art;
4. a fingerprint robustness evaluation by using altered paper patterns;

1.1. Related Works

The use of a fingerprinting technique for documents authentication was proposed for the first time by Buchanan et al. [9] in 2005. Their finding was that the surface of a paper sheet presents unique microscopic imperfections. This fingerprint makes the forgery unfeasible, given that it is unique and virtually impossible to be modified controllably. To extract the fingerprint from paper structure, they employed laser irradiation from four different angles and acquired the reflected energy. Inspired by Buchanan et al., van Beijnum et al. [10] proposed an improvement based on correlation metrics between the acquired energy signals. In 2008, Cowburn introduced the use of laser speckle for products authentication [11]. In 2009, Clarkson et al. [12] proposed an improvement based on correlation metrics between the acquired energy signals. In 2008, Cowburn introduced the use of laser speckle for products authentication [11]. In 2009, Clarkson et al. [12] proposed to extract 3D paper structure by scanning the paper in four different orientations. Then, they employed Voronoi distribution features to build a robust fingerprint. In 2010, Samsul et al. [13] proposed
a fingerprint extraction method, which exploits CCD sensors and laser speckle, namely a pattern of bright and dark spots caused by interference of two or more light beams with different phases. A similar approach, has been proposed by Sharma et al. in 2011 [14]. Differently by [13], they employed a microscope to acquire the speckle pattern. Although the aforementioned approaches work well for paper fingerprint extraction, they require industrial and specific expensive equipment. In 2017, this limitation was surpassed by the works of Wong et al. [15] and Toreini et al. [6]. Wong et al. [15] proposed a strategy to extract paper surface imperfections by exploiting multiple shots taken by a mobile camera under semi-controlled light conditions; in 2019 they furtherly investigate candidate mathematical models for camera captured images [16]. Differently from previous works, Toreini et al. do not detect surface imperfections, rather capture the texture related to the random disposition of the wood fibers inside the paper sheet. To extract paper pattern, they exploited a consumer camera and a backlit surface. However, they print a bounding box on the analysed paper to simplify the automatic texture registration. Since in real scenario this registration strategy is not applicable, we propose a different acquisition framework to easily register the captured pattern. After acquisition and registration, Toreini et al. rescale the extracted patch to 640 × 640 and use 100 × 100 Gabor filter for feature extraction. Then, they create a 2048 bits fingerprint by processing filtering output. Nonetheless, convolution with 100 × 100 Gabor filter is very time consuming.

As already demonstrated in [17], the random disposition of wood fibers on paper sheets makes possible the construction of a fingerprint virtually impossible to tamper; hence, given the limits of the previous works in terms of costs, acquisition constraints and robustness, we propose a novel fingerprint extraction strategy by using specific low-cost image acquisition equipment and a simpler and faster method namely, Local Binary Pattern [7]. Although in recent years, CNN-based methods achieved great performance in image retrieval and classification, they have a higher complexity and require GPUs to perform quickly; for this reason, we have not explored these approaches in the present study.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the acquisition procedure and the organization of the new dataset; Section 3 details the proposed fingerprinting extraction strategy; in Section 4, we report experimental results with a discussion on the validity of the proposed approach. Conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. ACQUISITION AND DATASET

Starting from the idea described in [6], data acquisition process required relatively cheap devices, namely an overhead projector as light source and a consumer RGB camera. We built an acquisition framework in which a camera is hanged on a projector arm to acquire a top view picture of the paper sheet crossed by light. Although the technique described in [6], introduces a printed rectangle in the document to easily register the captured pattern, in real scenarios it is not possible to print anything on the analysed document. Hence, we added an angle support for the paper, which allows to identify the image top-left corner for an easier registration and guarantees the same area of the paper sheet is acquired each time. The proposed acquisition framework is shown in Figure 1. System settings are the followings:

- Xerox overhead projection with 24V/250W lamp;
- Camera Nikon D3300; Lens Nikon DX VR 15mm-55mm 1:3.5-5.6 GII.
- Distance between paper and lens is 7.4cm.

![Fig. 1. Acquisition framework consisting of an overhead projector, a consumer RGB camera and a fixed metallic support to control paper positioning.](image-url)
again multiple times. Overall, we performed 167 new acquisitions in order to obtain a dataset of $55 + 167 = 222$ sample patterns. Finally, all images have been converted to grayscale. The dataset is publicly available online to encourage the research on the field.

3. DESCRIBING PAPER FINGERPRINTS WITH LBP

The unique disposition of fibers in a paper sheet can be extracted exploiting visible light through the framework described in previous section. The obtained image, is a visible representation of the complex random texture that have to be mathematically described in order to be employed in automatic processing. To this aim, the objective fingerprint descriptor should possess the following properties: easy to implement, low complexity, encoding capabilities for all the information with robustness to absence of paper parts.

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [7, 8] is demonstrated to satisfy all the properties described above: it guarantees high quality results in the presence of small differences due to input image variabilities. LBP is a local descriptor computed by comparing a pixel, called pivot, to its neighbours. Comparison result can be represented with an histogram (LBPH). Computing LBP on an entire image $I$ means computing it for each pixel of $I$ and thus building the LBPH by counting color occurrences on $LBP_{r,n}(I)$ values. $r, n$ are LBP parameters: $r$ is the radius of pixels around the pivot, $n$ is the number of circularly symmetric neighbour points. However, using this approach on the entire image produces an histogram where most of the spatial information is lost. Thus, the image is divided into $p$ non-overlapping square patches of $L \times L$ pixels. Then, the LBPH for the entire image $I$ is obtained as a concatenation of each LBPH on patches as described in Figure 3. In other words:

$$LBP_{r,n}(I) = LBP_{r,n}(\{patch_k(I, L)\}) \quad (1)$$

In order to reduce histograms length and to introduce rotational invariance, uniform binary patterns have been used. Given two paper sheet images $I_1, I_2$ for which the contents can be described by LBP computed as in 1, the authenticity test can be done by means of comparison. A simple distance $d(LBP_{r,n}(I_1), LBP_{r,n}(I_2))$ can be employed.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS AND RESULTS

To assess the performance of the proposed approach, document authentication is treated as a retrieval problem. For a fair comparison with [6], all image patterns have been rescaled to $640 \times 128$, in order to have a similar dpi resolution. The 55 patterns related to 55 different papers are used for querying against the remaining 167. Note that only 30 of 55 papers pattern have a correct match with at least one query. The 25 unique patterns are included to make the task more challenging. The paper fingerprints have been extracted with both analysed methods. In accordance with Toreini et al.[6], the parameters for both, LBP and Gabor filter, have been found through a grid search to maximize the performances. Hence, in this study, LBP features are computed with $r = 12$, $n = 48$ and patch size $p = 32$. Concerning the Gabor filter employed in [6], we use frequency=1, $\theta=\pi$ and $\sigma=10$. Ranking for LBP fingerprint retrieval are based on Bhattacharyya Distance [18] between the query pattern and the ones within the database; whereas, fingerprint extraction proposed by [6] exploits Hamming distance. The retrieval performances are measured using accuracy and mean average precision (mAP) [19]. The accuracy is a measure for the rate of queries which have a correct match with the first retrieved document; whereas, mAP allows to measure the overall performance of a retrieval system by considering the whole ranking of queries result. In this work, tests have been performed under different conditions. The first experiment, aims to evaluate the performance under optimal conditions, namely when no alterations occurs on query documents. Then, in order to evaluate real scenarios were the original paper texture can be altered by physical damages (e.g., tears), two kind of artifi-

Fig. 2. A raw picture crop acquired through the proposed hardware.

Fig. 3. Pipeline for fingerprint extraction.

---

[iplab.dmi.unict.it/paperFingerprint](iplab.dmi.unict.it/paperFingerprint)
Fig. 4. (a) Genuine texture; (b) Texture with Tear noise, factor $k = 0.5$; (c) Texture with Stain noise, factor $s = 0.15$.

Fig. 5. Retrieval accuracy at different alteration degrees, for different artifacts.

4.1. Results

Achieved results prove that proposed LBP fingerprint approach is more robust, effective and even faster than Toreini et al. method. The average time to extract a fingerprint have been computed with both methods and a time ratio of 1.80 has been obtained: the proposed technique is about 2 times faster. Plot in Figure 5, shows accuracy of the retrieval tests, when the introduced alteration degree is increasing. For Tear and Stain artifacts, 10 values in $[0.15, 0.6]$ and $[0.05, 0.5]$ ranges respectively have been taken. For each artifact, the alteration degree in $[0, 1]$ is normalized in order to improve plots readability. The obtained result confirms that the proposed technique is able to encode a more robust descriptor in real-case scenarios. Some words are needed for the Stain case. Stain noise is the most realistic one and if the noise level surpasses a little degree, Toreini et al. approach is heavily outperformed by the proposed one. This is because LBP is able to describe the paper texture fingerprint, even if most of the information is torn apart, given its properties of local descriptor and the patching technique employed.

Finally, mAP measures for retrieval tests are shown in Table 1. As regards the tests on altered patterns, we have 10 different values of mAP (i.e., one for each alteration degree), hence the average on them is reported. Since mAP describes the overall performances of a retrieval engine, these results furtherly confirm that the proposed fingerprint achieves a better ranking even when the first match is not correct. As expected, in ideal condition both the approaches perform very well, however the proposed one demonstrates better retrieval performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No artifacts</th>
<th>Tear</th>
<th>Stain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toreini et al.[6]</td>
<td>97.98%</td>
<td>93.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>98.68%</td>
<td>93.95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mean Average Precision for documents retrieval under different conditions.

5. CONCLUSION

Starting from the translucent patterns extracted from the paper sheet through a specific low-cost acquisition framework, an LBP-based technique has been proposed to describe these patterns. Results demonstrated the effectiveness of the strategy in both, ideal conditions and altered/noisy scenarios, by outperforming state-of-the-art works in terms of accuracy and efficiency. For future works, robustness tests in very stressing conditions, in conjunction with LBP variants [20, 21] and new handcrafted descriptors, will be studied. To this aim the dataset will be expanded by including more samples and also different kind of translucent papery material.
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